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LAGUNA



Laguna is available in small, medium and large sizes. 
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Designed by a world renowned design studio
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Matteo Thun & Antonio Rodriguez is an award-winning architecture and design studio headquartered in Milan, with 

a subsidiary office in Shanghai. Founded in 1984 by Matteo Thun, the company operates internationally in the 

hospitality, healthcare, residential, office and retail sectors, as well as product design.

In partnership with Spanish designer Antonio Rodriguez since 2003, this highly acclaimed firm believes in an 

approach they call ‘Zero design’ - a rejection of design as an issue of taste, and the adoption of timeless simplicity 

as their strategy. They always search for the ‘iconic form’ and create things that people can understand intuitively. 

For Jaquar Laguna, their overall vision was to design, for a global audience, a collection that makes a neutral, 

timeless, style statement - to ensure aesthetic durability and offer a long product lifespan.

Matteo Thun and 
Antonio Rodriguez.
Creating a statement with neutrality
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The coming together of Matteo Thun & Antonio Rodriguez with a global brand like Jaquar Group is a meeting of 

congruent mindsets and complementary expertise.

Both companies are built on a vision of uncompromising excellence. According to Matteo Thun, “The strength of 

Jaquar is high quality - quality of design, quality of materials and the quality to implement an all-over design-vision.”

Jaquar’s technical expertise and state-of-the-art manufacturing ability meant that there was absolutely no compro-

mise on any aspect of Laguna’s design. “They translated and realised the entire design concept to a hundred 

percent. We are very happy to collaborate with a brand of excellence. We trust them and they trust us!” adds 

Antonio Rodriguez.

A collaboration built
on a shared passion
for quality
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What happens when one of the fastest growing bath brands in the world entrusts an award-winning Italian design 

house to create a product line that can stand the test of time?

The answer is Laguna – a timeless and classic design that reduces familiar shapes into a beautifully simple, perfectly 

styled silhouette that transcends fashion. And yet, is a holistic collection with every opportunity for customisation 

and individual expression. Jaquar Laguna is available in variety of single tone and dual colours.

An iconic form with
timeless simplicity

Lever: Gold Matt PVD
Body: Black Matt 

Colour Code: BGM

Black Matt (BLM)

Gold Bright PVD (GBP)

Gold Matt PVD (GMP)
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Lever: Gold Bright PVD
Body: Gold Matt PVD
Colour Code: GMG

Chrome (CHR)

Black Chrome (BCH)

Lever: Black Chrome 
Body: Black Matt

Colour Code: BBC
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Note: The finishes depicted here are only indicative and may differ from that on the actual product.

If you wish to place orders for the different colour finishes of this range shown above, just replace the colour code in the middle of the 
product code with the colour code of your choice. For instance, in the product code LAG-CHR-91011B, ‘CHR’ notes Chrome Finish. If 
you wish to order the same product in Black Matt finish, replace ‘CHR’ with ‘BLM’. Thus the product code will be LAG-BLM-91011B.
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“The complexity of simplicity”, as Matteo Thun defines it, is the search for a design solution like the Laguna - 

enduring simplicity of form, in a cohesive collection of materials, colours and combinations that create wonderful 

opportunities for magnificently finished spaces. 

The versatility of Laguna.
Material, form, colour
and combinations
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The
moods
of Laguna

A selection of bathroom colour palette suggestions based on products from the Laguna collection.
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Urban Oasis is all about high-end simplicity, 

elegance and sophistication.

URBAN OASIS 

Luxury Allure brings together fine textures, and 

the tactile pleasures of quality materials.

LUXURY ALLURE

Wood Haven creates harmony through subtle, 

natural material combinations.

WOOD HAVEN

Colour Charisma brings a fresh breeze of 

Mediterranean flair to the bathroom.

COLOUR CHARISMA
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Urban Oasis is an island of tranquility that stands out from the hustle and bustle, the pulse and the speed of the city. 

The fine mix of materials and the neutral colour palette of this range easily correspond to concepts of restrained 

aesthetics, be it in private or public baths. Urban Oasis is all about high-end simplicity, elegance and sophistication.

Urban Oasis
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15URBAN  OASIS 
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Seen here: 3-hole basin faucet with high neck, in Black Matt & Black Chrome finish. Drain in 

the same finish. Undercounter ceramic washbasin. 

On the right: In Black Matt & Black Chrome finish.
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17URBAN  OASIS 
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Seen here: Single lever basin mixer faucet in Black Matt & Black Chrome finish. Drain in the 

same finish. 

On the next page: Wall hung WC and bidet with a single lever mixer in Black Matt & Black 

Chrome finish. Drain in the same finish.

19URBAN  OASIS 
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21URBAN  OASIS 
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Colour Charisma brings a fresh breeze of Mediterranean flair to the bathroom. The clarity of the design combined 

with a selection of subtle colours defines a young, fresh and trendy look that is just as suitable for private use as it is 

for boutique hotels.

Colour Charisma
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Seen here: Single-lever basin mixer faucet in Black Matt finish, size M.
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25COLOUR CHARISMA
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Seen here: 3-hole basin faucet with levers, with high neck in Black Matt finish. Drain in the 

same finish.

27COLOUR CHARISMA
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29COLOUR CHARISMA
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On the left: Single lever basin mixer faucet, Black Matt finish. Wall mounted ceramic

washbasin with pedestal. 

On this page: Freestanding acrylic bathtub and freestanding bathtub filler in Black Matt finish.

31COLOUR CHARISMA
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Simplicity through the finest materials paired with minimal design.

Luxury Allure is all about the appeal of fine textures, the sensitivity of touch and the pleasure

of enjoying high quality.

Luxury Allure
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Seen here: Freestanding acrylic bathtub and freestanding bathtub filler in Gold Bright PVD finish. 

On the next page: 3-hole basin mixer faucet with levers, and high neck, in Gold Bright PVD finish.
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35LUXURY ALLURE
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37LUXURY ALLURE
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39LUXURY ALLURE
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Seen here: Single lever basin mixer faucet in Gold Bright PVD finish, size L. Drain in the 

same finish. 
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41LUXURY ALLURE
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Note: Wall Outlet with Shower Hook shown in the product doesn’t come in PVD finish. 
Please refer to code no (SHA-GBP-1195R "Wall Outlet & SHA-GBP-1197NPD " Sliding Rail" for PVD finish.
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Seen here: Single lever shower system with diverter, showerhead and hand shower.

Note: Wall Outlet with Shower Hook shown in the product doesn’t come in PVD finish. 
Please refer to code no (SHA-GBP-1195R "Wall Outlet & SHA-GBP-1197NPD " Sliding Rail" for PVD finish.

43LUXURY ALLURE
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Seen here: 3-hole wall mounted washbasin faucet. 

On the right: 3-hole basin faucet with levers.
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45LUXURY ALLURE
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The beauty of nature, wood, the mountains, the outdoors.

Wood Haven sets a pure style and creates harmony through subtle, natural material combinations.

A design character that blends in perfectly with resorts and spas.

Wood Haven
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49WOOD HAVEN

Seen here: Single lever wall mixer faucet, Gold Matt PVD & Black Matt finish.
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51WOOD HAVEN
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Spa & Public Areas
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55SPA & PUBLIC AREAS
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On this page: 3-hole wall-mounted wash basin faucet, Gold Matt PVD & Black Matt finish.
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Seen here: Wall-mounted faucet with single lever mixer, Gold Matt PVD & Black Matt finish. 

57SPA & PUBLIC AREAS
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Seen here: Wall-mounted faucet with single lever mixer, Gold Matt PVD & Black Matt finish. 

Ceramic tabletop washbasin.
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59SPA & PUBLIC AREAS
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On this page: Single lever basin mixer faucet in Gold Matt PVD & Black Matt finish.
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The Laguna Collection
Speci�cations

LAGUNA FAUCET
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LAG-CHR-91023B
Single lever extended basin mixer
(height-128mm) without popup waste system
with 450mm long braided hoses
Also available
LAG-CHR-91023BWF 
with Base Flange

LAG-CHR-91005B
Single lever tall boy without popup waste
system with 600mm long braided hoses
Also available
LAG-CHR-91005BWF 
with Base Flange

LAG-CHR-91011B
Single lever basin mixer without popup waste
with 450mm long braided hoses
Also available
LAG-CHR-91011BWF 
with Base Flange

FAUCET
SINGLE LEVER
BASIN
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LAG-CHR-91027
Floor mounted single lever basin mixer

LAG-CHR-91231NK
Exposed parts kit of single lever basin mixer
wall mounted consisting of operating lever,
cartridge sleeve, nipple, spout & two wall flanges
(compatible with ALD-233NPSO & ALD-235NPSO)

LAG-CHR-91233NK
Exposed part kit of single lever basin mixer
wall mounted consisting of operating lever,
cartridge sleeve, wall flange, nipple & spout
(compatible with ALD-233N & ALD-235N)



LAG-CHR-91079NK
Single lever exposed parts kit of hi-flow
diverter consisting of operating lever, cartridge
sleeve,wall flange (with seals), button assembly
sleeve & button (compatible with ALD-079N)

LAG-CHR-91065NK
Single lever exposed parts kit of diverter
consisting of operating lever, wall flange
(with seals) & button only 
(compatible with ALD-065N)

FAUCET
BATH & SHOWER

Single lever 3-inlet diverter exposed parts kit
consisting of operating lever, wall flange & 
button only (compatible with LAG-91193C)

LAG-CHR-91193K



LAG-CHR-91213B
Single lever 1-hole bidet mixer with popup
waste system & 375mm long braided hoses
Also available
LAG-CHR-91213BWF 
with base flange 
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LAG-CHR-91227K
Single lever exposed parts kit of deusch mixer
consisting of operating lever, cartridge
sleeve & wall flange with seals
(compatible with ALD-227 & ALD-229)

LAG-CHR-91121K
Exposed parts of floor mounted single lever
bath mixer with provision for hand shower,
without hand shower & shower hose
(compatible with ALD-121)

BIDET



LAG-CHR-91189PSL
3-hole basin mixer with pipe spout, lever
handle and without popup waste system 

LAG-CHR-91189CSR
3-hole basin mixer with casted spout,
round handle and without popup waste system

LAG-CHR-91189CSL
3-hole basin mixer with casted spout, lever
handle and without popup waste system

FAUCET
QUARTER TURN
BASIN



LAG-CHR-91189PSR
3-hole basin mixer with pipe spout, round
handle and without popup waste system

LAG-CHR-91423K
Exposed part kit of two concealed 
stop cocks with two handles & basin spout 
with wall flange (Compatible with LAG-91423C)

LAG-CHR-91423C
Concealed body of two concealed stop cocks
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LAG-CHR-91287
5-hole bath tub mixer with hot & cold control
cocks, spout, diverter & hand shower with
8mm dia. & 1.5m flexible tube

LAG-CHR-91661K 
Aquamax exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer (compatible with ALD-661)

LAG-CHR-91681K
Aquamax exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 2-way diverter
(compatible with ALD-681)

FAUCET
BATH & SHOWER

AQUAMAX THERMOSTATE



SPJ-CHR-91429
Bathtub spout with wall flange

SPJ-CHR-91463
Bathtub spout with button attachment for
hand shower with wall flange
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LAG-CHR-91683K
Aquamax exposed part kit of thermostatic
shower mixer with 3-way diverter
(compatible with ALD-683)

BATHTUB SPOUT



Shower arm for operating overhead shower
and holding shower enclosure

SHA-CHR-91483

Control plate
JCP-CHR-912415

FAUCET
WALL MOUNTED SHOWER ARM

FLUSHING PLATE
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LAGUNA SANITARYWARE



LAS-WHT-91953BIUFSM
Rimless blind installation wall hung WC with UF soft
close slim seat cover, hinges, accessories set,
Size:370x525x350 mm

LAS-WHT-91153
Blind installation wall hung bidet
with fixing accessories,
Size:370x525x280 mm

 

LAS-WHT-91901
Table top basin,
Size:380x380x130mm, Shape : Square

SANITARYWARE
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LAS-WHT-91931
Table top basin with three tap hole,
Size: 600x450x175 mm

LAS-WHT-91903
Table top basin,
Size:450x450x130mm, Shape : Square

LAS-WHT-91905
Table top basin,
Size:600x380x130mm, Shape : Rectangular



LAS-WHT-91801
Wall hung basin with fixing accessories,
Size:500x450x175mm

LAS-WHT-91301
Full pedestal for LAS-WHT-91801

LAS-WHT-91703
Under counter basin with fixing accessories,
Size: 600x450x170 mm, Shape : Rectangular

LAS-WHT-91701
Under counter basin with fixing accessories,
Size: 450x450x170 mm, Shape : Square

SANITARYWARE
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LAS-WHT-91707
Under counter basin with fixing accessories,
Size: 450x450x170mm, Shape : Round

LAS-WHT-91705
Under counter basin with fixing accessories,
Size: 350x350x160 mm, Shape : Round



LAGUNA WELLNESS
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WELLNESS

JBT-WHT-FSBTLG6005
Laguna free standing bathtub 1800x800x440/580mm with holes for 5 hole filler, built-in
overflow, popup waste (filler LAG-CHR-91287 sold separately)

JBT-WHT-FSBTLG6001
Laguna free standing bathtub 1800x800x440/580mm with built-in overflow, pop-up waste



WELLNESS

JBT-WHT-LAGUNA170FX
Laguna 170 X 70 X 45 built-in bathtub
with powder coated MS frame

JWA-WHT-FPLAG170X
Front panel suitable for
Laguna 1700 x 700 bathtub

JWA-WHT-SP55X
Side panel suitable for Laguna bathtub

JWA-CHR-132201
Drain pipe 80cm with overflow & filler 

JWA-CHR-DRNPIPE80
Drain pipe 80cm with overflow

JBT-WHT-LAGUNA170X
Laguna 170 X 70 X 45 built-in bathtub

JWA-WHT-FPLAG170X
Front panel suitable for
Laguna 1700 X 700 bathtub

JWA-WHT-SP55X
Side panel suitable for Laguna bathtub

IWA-CHR-ACC00510X
Base europa kit for bathtubs

JWA-CHR-132201
Drain pipe 80cm with overflow & filler 

JWA-CHR-DRNPIPE80
Drain pipe 80cm with overflow
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JWP-WHT-LAGUNA170WX
Laguna 170 x 70 x 45 water
system whirlpool

JWA-WHT-FPLAG170X
Front panel suitable for
Laguna 1700 x 700 bathtub

JWA-WHT-SP55X
Side panel suitable for Laguna bathtub

JWP-WHT-LAGUNA170CX
Laguna 170 X 70 X 45 whirlpool and 
airpool combi system

JWA-WHT-FPLAG170X
Front panel suitable for
Laguna 1700 x 700 bathtub

JWA-WHT-SP55X
Side panel suitable for Laguna bathtub



JBT-WHT-LAGUNA180FX
Laguna 170 x 70 x 45 built-in bathtub
with powder coated MS frame

JWA-WHT-FPLAG180X
Front panel suitable for
Laguna 1800 x 700 bathtub

JWA-WHT-SP55X
Side panel suitable for Laguna bathtub

JWA-CHR-132201
Drain pipe 80cm with overflow & filler 

JWA-CHR-DRNPIPE80
Drain pipe 80cm with overflow

JBT-WHT-LAGUNA180X
Laguna 180 X 70 X 45 built-in bathtub

JWA-WHT-FPLAG180X
Front panel suitable for
Laguna 1800 x 700 bathtub

JWA-WHT-SP55X
Side panel suitable for Laguna bathtub

IWA-CHR-ACC00510X
base europa kit for bathtubs

JWA-CHR-132201
Drain pipe 80cm with overflow & filler 

JWA-CHR-DRNPIPE80
Drain pipe 80cm with overflow

WELLNESS
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JWP-WHT-LAGUNA180WX
Laguna 180 x 70 x 45 water
system whirlpool

JWA-WHT-FPLAG180X
Front panel suitable for
Laguna 1800 x 700 bathtub

JWA-WHT-SP55X
Side panel suitable for Laguna bathtub

JWP-WHT-LAGUNA180CX
Laguna 180 X 70 X 45 whirlpool and 
airpool combi system

JWA-WHT-FPLAG180X
Front panel suitable for
Laguna 1800 x 700 bathtub

JWA-WHT-SP55X
Side panel suitable for Laguna bathtub



Jaquar Group is one of the fastest growing bathroom and lighting brands in the world. Born in India in
1960, it is built on a platform of the highest quality standards, aesthetics and with the intent of providing
world class products.

It has 7 state-of-the-art manufacturing plants, including one in South Korea, and has also won some of 
the most prestigious design awards for its products, ranging from RedDot and iF, to Good Design, 
PlusX, and ElleDeco.

Jaquar Group is present in over 60 countries across Europe, Middle East, Asia Pacific, Africa and the 
South Asian region. With its brands like Artize in the luxury category, and Jaquar in the premium 
segment, the group is aiming to become a global brand to reckon with.

1,25,000+ faucets produced per day • 3,29,000 sq.m, manufacturing area • 24,00,000+ bathrooms 
delivered every year • 10,000+ dedicated work force

Manufacturing
Excellence
that builds a global market.



Global Headquarters
LEED Platinum Certi�ed by USGBC
Net Zero Energy Building spread over 48,000 sq. m.



Jaquar has an ongoing policy of design and development and thus reserves the right to modify 
specifications without any prior notice.

Disclaimer: Pictures shown are for illustration purposes only.
The finishes depicted here are only indicative and may differ from that on the actual products. 





Simplicity is about subtracting the obvious
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